CrossRef for Books

CrossRef Drives Book Traffic

Whether print or digital, books are more visible to your users when registered with CrossRef. CrossRef assigns Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) that are unique and persistent. DOIs point to single or multiple links, including your web site or booksellers of your choice.

The number of DOIs CrossRef has assigned to books is growing rapidly.

- 4 million book DOIs are generating traffic for their publishers.
- Over 260,000 books are in the system.
- 140 publishers deposit metadata for books in CrossRef.

Give Your Books Added Exposure

CrossRef is the only DOI registration agency with a cross-publisher linking network. Hundreds of participating organizations—other publishers, A&I databases, aggregators, and libraries—will discover and link to your books through DOIs.

This book has a DOI assigned for the title and for each chapter. Users will be able to discover the book as a whole as well as link to chapters referenced in the scholarly literature.

Leverage Your Content

Re-purpose your publications for course-packs, for derivative works requiring a subset or re-ordering of the original components, and for commerce at the chapter level.

Make Reference Works Accessible

CrossRef links can give entries in large electronic reference works their own unique identifiers. For more information visit http://www.crossref.org/02publishers/dois_for_books.html.